International Workshop on Big Graph Processing (BGP) 2017, in conjunction with ICDCS 2017, on June 5, 2017, in Atlanta, USA.

Scope:

The BGP workshop provides a forum for engineers and scientists in academia, industry and government to present their latest research findings in graph processing theory and systems, which will be held on June 5, 2017 and the location is J.W. Marriott, Atlanta, GA USA, in conjunction with ICDCS'17. Topics of particular interest include, but are not limited to:

- graph partitioning methods
- distributed query processing and optimization
- graph database systems
- graph benchmarks
- fault tolerance in graph processing
- visualization of large-scale graphs
- graph processing on new architectures

Publications:

Papers accepted for BGP 2017 will be published by the IEEE Computer Society Press. 8 of the accepted papers will be recommended to be published in International Journal of Parallel Programming.

Organizations

Advisory Committee:
Jean-Luc Gaudiot (University of California - Irvine)
Francis Chi-Moon Lau (The University of Hong Kong)

**General Co-chairs:**
Xuanhua Shi (Huazhong University of Science and Technology)
Howie Huang (The George Washington University)

**Program Co-chairs:**
Yinglong Xia (Huawei Research America)
Qiang-sheng Hua (Huazhong University of Science and Technology)

**Publicity Co-chairs:**
Ching-Hsien Hsu (Robert) (Chung Hua University)
Adrien Lebre (INRIA)

**Program Committee Members:**
Wenguang Chen (Tsinghua University)
Jerry Chou (National Tsinghua University)
Dario Garcia Gasulla (Barcelona Supercomputing Center)
Yan Gu (Carnegie Mellon University)
Yu Gu (Northeastern University)
Lifeng Nai (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Arindam Pal (Tata Consultancy Services Research)
Weining Qian (East China Normal University)
Paper Submission

Form of Manuscript: Submissions should follow the IEEE 8.5" x 11" Two-Column Format. When using LaTeX, we recommend the following format options: `\documentclass[10pt,conference,compsoconf,letterpaper]{IEEEtran}`. Each submission can have up to 10 pages with 10pt font or larger. Papers exceeding this length limit or with smaller fonts will be rejected without review. Author names and affiliations should appear on the title page.

Submission Link: The Easychair submission

Important Dates

Paper submission: January 31, 2017 (Extended to February 20, 2017)

Author notification: March 25, 2017

Camera-ready paper: April 3, 2017